The method of incorporating the sources of parameter uncertainty is crucial when conducting probabilistic analysis for service limit state (SLS) design of a deep foundation. This paper describes the method of using Monte Carlo simulation for probabilistic analyses and for calibration of resistance factors of drilled shafts at SLS. The paper presents discussions on the finding of an impossible case, where the different combinations of load, variability of soil strength and target probability of failure made it impossible to calibrate the SLS resistance factors.
Introduction
Geotechnical engineers have been working to transition from allowable stress design (or working stress design), which has been used for many years, to load and resistance factor design (LRFD). In allowable stress design, every input parameter is treated as deterministic, and the uncertainty in each design step is combined into one global factor called the "factor of safety." In LRFD, a design starts with identifying all possible failure modes or limit states. The design reaches a limit state when a component of the structure does not fulfill its prescribed function. The LRFD limit states often are separated into ultimate limit state (ULS) and service limit state (SLS) categories. The ultimate limit state relates to geotechnical strength failures; for example when the applied load is equal to the resistance. The SLS is when a component of the structure deforms beyond a prescribed amount; for example when the vertical displacement of a drilled shaft is larger than the prescribed limiting settlement. In a general form, the performance function, denoted as g, is the difference between the nominal resistance R and the nominal load Q as in Eq. (1):
When the performance function g is equal to or less than zero, it defines an unsatisfactory performance region; however, if g is larger than zero, this indicates a satisfactory performance region. For probabilistic analyses, the resistance R and load Q are probabilistic parameters, each having its own distribution as shown in Fig. 1 . The overlap area under the two curves in Fig. 1 is associated with the area of the failure region, which refers to the probability of failure for the design. (adapted from Allen et al., 2005) Methods to evaluate SLS for deep foundations have been proposed. Zhang and Chu (2009) proposed partial factors to satisfy serviceability limits for several different settlement prediction methods, with target reliability indices ranging from 1.0 to 2.5. The partial factors are roughly equivalent to resistance factors that range from 0.2 to 0.5; however, the partial factors are strictly only appropriate for use with nominal working loads equal to 50 percent of the ultimate foundation capacity. Resistance factors proposed by Misra and Roberts (2009) for establishing an allowable shaft capacity at the SLS range from approximately 0.25 to 0.55 for a target reliability index of 2.6. However, the resistance factors were found to depend on foundation length and diameter in addition to the variability of the soil-shaft interface resistance. Phoon et al. (1995) similarly proposed deformation factors (i.e., SLS resistance factors) for drilled shafts in medium, stiff, and very stiff clay with different coefficients of variation (COV) for undrained shear strength. The proposed factors ranged from 0.48 to 0.65, but are strictly appropriate for a target reliability index equal to 2.6.
Because of these constraints and challenges, current AASHTO LRFD provisions (AASHTO, 2014; Brown et al., 2010) adopt load and resistance factors of unity for SLS design. This position realistically reflects temporary adoption of historical design practices because of the current lack of practical methods for implementing probabilistically calibrated load or resistant factors for the SLS. This paper describes a proposed procedure that allows SLS design to be performed to achieve some desired target reliability without requiring case-specific calibration or more rigorous reliability-based design.
Background
Several probabilistic approaches are used in reliability-based design and in the LRFD resistance factor calibration. The most frequently used methods are the first-order second-moment (FOSM) method, the first-order reliability method (FORM), and the Monte Carlo simulation method. Details about the methods have been described in the literature (Ang and Tang, 2004; Baecher and Christian, 2003; Griffiths and Fenton, 2007; Harr, 1987) . FOSM is based on a Taylor series expansion of a performance function (Baecher and Christian, 2003) . FORM is the linear approximation of a limit state (Phoon et al., 2003; Phoon and Kulhawy, 2008) , which utilizes the performance function g, which is defined as zero at the limit state. The approach is based on assumptions that all input parameters are normally distributed, and that the limit state is also a normally distributed variable. FOSM and FORM cannot be used with different types of variable distributions. Also, the two approaches usually provide some 'first order' approximations. The Monte Carlo simulation method utilizes random number simulation to extrapolate probability density function values (Baecher and Christian, 2003; Harr, 1987) . The inputs for a simulation process for a variable are its mean value, either standard deviation or coefficient of variation (COV), as well as its type of distribution. Any input can be set as a probabilistic variable if its mean value, standard of deviation or COV, and the distribution function type are provided. According to Baecher and Christian (2003) , the Monte Carlo technique has the advantage because it is relatively easy to implement on a computer and can deal with a wide range of functions.
The major disadvantage is that the results may converge very slowly. As stated by Allen et al. (2005) , when "a closed-form solution is either not available or is considered too approximate, Monte Carlo simulation can be performed." The Monte Carlo simulation method is more flexible and rigorous, and if enough simulations are generated, the results approach exact solutions; thus, the Monte-Carlo simulation method was used in this research for probabilistic analyses.
Shaft head displacement calculation using the t-z method: The load transfer method, or t-z method, is often used to calculate shaft head displacement (O'Neil and Reese, 1999; Misra and Roberts, 2009; Brown et al., 2010) . The method requires predictive models for ultimate unit side and tip resistance well as load transfer models to predict mobilization of resistance along the shaft. Models for the ultimate unit side and tip resistance (Eqs. (2) and (3)) were developed from a large collection of load test measurements for full-scale drilled shafts founded in shale throughout the state of Missouri (Loehr et al., 2011) . 
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where q s is the ultimate unit side resistance and q p is the ultimate unit tip resistance. The variability and uncertainty associated with these models were quantified by a coefficient of variation of 0.66 and 0.25, respectively. Load transfer models were developed from measurements for a large collection of full-scale load tests on shales in the states Missouri, Kansas, Colorado (Vu, 2013) . Models for the unit side and tip resistance (Eqs. (4) and (5)) drawn from this work are:
where t and q are normalized unit side and tip resistance, respectively; z and w are normalized displacement along the shaft side and tip, respectively; and a and b are fitting parameters derived from the load test measurements. The standard deviation of the t-z model is 0.17, and the q-w is 0.14 (Vu, 2013) .
Methods
The factored strength approach (Becker, 1996; Salgado, 2008) in which the geomaterial strength is factored and was used in this research because it offers greater flexibility and a potential for greater precision due to the resistance factors, which are easily related to the variability and uncertainty present in relevant design parameters (Becker, 1996 , Vu and Loehr, 2015 , 2017 . Most design methods for drilled shafts in shale/rock are based on the uniaxial compressive strength (UCS). The SLS resistance factor, 4; is therefore applied to UCS to account for the uncertainty present in a design. The factored uniaxial compressive strength, UCS * , is calculated as
Then UCS * is used as an input for the t-z method to determine factored shaft head displacement, y * , in the same manner as the traditional approach of using UCS to determine shaft head displacement y. The SLS design check is then based on the requirement that the factored displacement, y * , be less than some established allowable or limiting settlement, y a where the SLS is enforced by the criterion (Vu and Loehr, 2017) :
SLS resistance factors were calibrated using a computer program written in MATLAB Ò to implement load transfer analyses using the finite element method and the Monte Carlo simulation technique (Vu, 2013; Vu and Loehr, 2017) . The program computes the top of foundation's vertical displacement under a given probabilistic load based on the following proposed procedure:
1. Generate probabilistic values for dead load (DL), live load (LL), shaft stiffness (EA), material strength (UCS), and ultimate unit side and tip resistance (q s and q p , respectively) according to specified distributions of the parameters.
Randomly generated values of EA, UCS and q s are different for different element of the shaft;
2. Generate probabilistic load transfer (i.e. t-z and q-w) functions for each element according to the variability and uncertainty associated with the load transfer functions;
3. Determine the foundation displacement for each set of probabilistic parameter values;
4. Establish the number of "SLS failure cases", n f , associated with the predetermined target probability of failure p f ; 
The procedure was developed so that if a design uses a factored UCS * and satisfies Eq. (7), the design will achieve a predetermined target probability of failure.
Input Parameters for Probabilistic Analysis of SLS: For an SLS design based on the t-z method, there are a total of 11 deterministic and probabilistic variables, resulting in a total of 24 inputs, not including type of probabilistic distribution. The shaft length and the probability of failure are the only two variables that are considered deterministic. All 24 inputs are listed below: a) Geomaterial strength and its variability/uncertainty, represented by its coefficient of variation (two inputs); b) Dead load and its variability/uncertainty (two inputs); c) Live load and its variability/uncertainty (two inputs); d) Shaft length, considered deterministic (one input); e) Shaft diameter and its variability/uncertainty (two inputs); f) Concrete Young's modulus and its variability/uncertainty (two inputs); g) Probability of failure, considered deterministic (one input); h) t-z and q-w fitting parameters (four inputs for two pairs of fitting parameters) and their standard deviations (two inputs), and; i) Ultimate unit side resistance (two inputs for two parameters), ultimate unit tip resistance (two inputs) and their coefficients of variation (two inputs).
Monte Carlo Simulation: Inputs for a Monte Carlo simulation of a variable include the variable's mean value, coefficient of variation (COV) or standard deviation, and its distribution type. Monte Carlo simulation uses random number simulations to establish the probability density function of parameter values for every probabilistic variable (Fig. 2) . All 24 listed inputs were used to generate the probability density function of the output. For one simulation, one value is taken from the probability density function of each probabilistic parameter, and then, along with the other deterministic variable values, all values are put into a load-transfer model to calculate one value of shaft head vertical displacement. The process is repeated for n simulations to obtain the shaft head displacement probability density function.
Since Monte Carlo simulation method is an approximate method, its accuracy is largely dictated by the number of simulations n that are performed. Allen et al. (2005) stated that 5,000 to 10,000 simulations or more are needed to adequately define the distribution of the limit state function for a probability index of b T also ¼ 2.3 to 3.0, which is greater than is usually required for SLS. Harr (1987) used the binominal distribution function and reliability theory to show that if it is desired that "the Monte Carlo simulation not to differ by more than 1% from the estimated value with 99% confidence", 16,641 trials would be required. Two examples were set up to determine an SLS resistance factor, which is an indirect measure related to the reliability or probability of failure (Vu, 2013) , with the resulting resistance factors are plotted in Fig. 3 . The resistance factors are almost identical when the number of simulations exceeds 5000. In this research, the number of simulations was chosen to be 30,000.
Random number generation of variables:
In geotechnical engineering, the most frequently used distribution types for probabilistic variables are the normal and log-normal distributions (Phoon et al., 1995; Duncan, 2000; Baecher and Christian, 2003; Allen et al., 2005) . The appeal of the normal distribution is that it is mathematically convenient; it accurately reflects many measurements, and it is commonly used in practice. The normal distribution is bell-shaped (Fig. 4) . However, the normal distribution often includes some negative values, which are impractical and unacceptable for many SLS design problems. The log-normal distribution type reflects data where the natural logarithms of the data are normally distributed. The shape of the distribution is an eccentric bell with a much longer tail ( Fig. 4 ). This type of distribution is strictly non-negative and is used more often. In this research, the types of distributions for the input variables are chosen based on field test data, or taken from well-established literature.
Method to Generate Normally Distributed Parameter Values:
If the mean m , standard deviation s , and distribution type of a parameter are known, the Monte Carlo approach can simulate n numbers of random parameter values that have the same mean, standard deviation and distribution type. In MATLAB Ò , for a variable that is normally distributed with mean m and standard deviation s, a random parameter value set from n simulations can be produced using the Eq. (9):
where randn is a command to generate an array of n random numbers that have standard normal distribution with a mean of zero and standard deviation of unity.
If the data are highly variable and the standard deviation s is large, it is possible for the process to produce negative values that are non-real. Generated negative values 
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are replaced with positive, near-zero values (10 À6 for all cases). This approach is more beneficial than to assume a lognormal distribution even though the data show normal distribution characteristics, which is the common practice found in literature.
Method to Generate Generation of Lognormally Distributed Parameter Values:
In order to generate a set of a variables L, which are lognormally distributed with mean m and standard deviation s, a transformation step must be performed (Eqs. (10), (11), (12), and (13)). The logarithm of the variable L is N ¼ lnðLÞ: N is a normally a distributed variable with mean l and standard deviation x. The relationships between the mean l and standard deviation x of variables L and mean m and standard deviation s of the normally distributed variable N are:
The variable N can be generated using following function:
The final step is to obtain the data set L is by taking the exponential of the values in N:
Possible and Impossible Case: Cases have been reported wherein randomly simulated loads were higher than the randomly simulated shaft resistances (or shaft capacities). When this happens, the shaft head displacement for these cases cannot be calculated. If the number of these cases is larger than the target probability of failure, as illustrated in Fig. 5 , no resistance factor can be obtained to achieve the SLS target probability of failure. This situation is called the "impossible" case. The low shaft resistance comes from a combination of resistance components, such as small t value (from t-z model) or small UCS.To illustrate this concept, an example of 300
Monte Carlo simulations was run to obtain a histogram of resulting shaft displacements in a percentage of the shaft diameter (%D). For a simulation when the randomly generated load was higher than the randomly generated capacity, the solution for that simulation did not converge, and the displacement was assigned an arbitrary large displacement, i.e., 14% of the diameter. Out of 300 simulations, there were 16 simulations where loads were higher than shaft capacity as in Fig. 5 (right) . If the target P f was of 1/100 (<16/300), then the resistance factor cannot be determined; however, if the target P f is 1/15 (>16/300) then the resistance factor can be obtained. This research uses normalized load q, which is the ratio of load (sum of dead load and live load) and the nominal shaft capacity (Vu and Loehr, 2017) . When the normalized load is high, and uncertainty and variability of the resistance of soil/ shale properties also are high, the load distribution and the resistance distribution "move" closer together (Fig. 1) , the resistance distribution becomes wider, and the overlap area becomes larger. This means that the failure cases are more likely to occur.
In an SLS design, if the designed shaft has conditions of possible case, three different ways exist whereby conditions can be moved into the impossible case. The designer could increase the shaft length or diameter, so the normalized load q is reduced where technically the resistance distribution is shifted farther from the load distribution. Theoretically, the designer can change the COV of UCS by conducting more site exploration tests, or the designer can increase the target probability of failure P f , although this is not practical.
The impossible case for a certain normalized shaft length is formed by a combination of normalized load q, COV of UCS and the target probability of failure P f . The boundary of the case was found by making the number of the impossible cases equal to the SLS probability of failure. The case boundaries for a normalized shaft length L/D of 10.0 are presented in Fig. 6 and Table 1 . As shown in Fig. 6 , four curves are associated with four target probabilities of failure. The left-and-under area of each curve is a possible case area, while the right-and-above area is the impossible case area. Here, the target probability of failure cannot be achieved no matter how small the resistance factor is, and the case is unfavorable for a design.
Results & discussion
Resistance factors were calibrated for drilled shafts at SLS at different P f , L/D, normalized load, and COV of UCS. The inputs and sources are presented in Table 2 , only shaft diameter and length are considered deterministic. Fig. 7 presents resistance factors for P f ¼ 1/25, L/D ¼ 10. More resistance factors can be found at Vu and Loehr (2017) . The resistance factors appear to be low, ranging from 0.10 to 0.36. High variability in the load transfer models and predictive models, together with accounting for more sources of uncertainty in the calibration process, can explain the lower values of these SLS resistance factors for individual drilled shafts in shale. However, an SLS resistance factor that is calibrated while accounting for fewer probabilistic parameters will produce an unconservative design.
As observed in this study, the resistance factor is dependent on load: the higher the normalized load is, the lower the resistance factor is. At a COV of UCS equal to zero, the resistance factor significantly decreases from 0.36 to 0.21 when the normalized load q varies from 0.40 to 0.15. The curve for a higher normalized load of 0.4 truncates when COV of UCS is 0.1, meaning that the target probability of failure, which is 1/25, cannot be achieved when the COV of UCS is higher than 0.1 (which is attributed to the impossible case). For a lower load of 0.15, the target P f can be reached even when the COV of UCS is as high as 1.0. With the lower normalized load, a design is more likely to achieve the target probability of failure with the higher COV of UCS, and the impossible case is less likely to occur. Fig. 8 can be used to qualitatively explain how the resistance factor is dependent of load, as it displays a highly nonlinear relationship of normalized load versus displacement. The effect of changing the load is inversely proportional to the effect of changing the UCS. As for the strength factor approach, the resistance factor is used to factor or reduce UCS to increase the nominal value of the settlement to the factored settlement y* that is associated with the target probability of failure. The effect of reducing the UCS is similar to the effect of increasing the load. As in Fig. 8 , to obtain the same increasing amount of displacement Dd ¼ Dd 1 ¼ Dd 2 , the required change in the normalized load Dq 1 in the flatter zone is much larger than the Dq 2 in the steepter zone. This means that less change in normalized load is required in the flatter zone.
The reduced change in normalized load is analogous to less change in UCS (recall they are inversely proportional), and the less change in UCS means a higher resistance factor is needed to obtain the factored displacement y*, or the resistance factor is higher for the higher normalized load. Since the resistance factor was determined to be a function of normalized load, the design of SLS for drilled shafts becomes a cumbersome process, meaning the engineers need to obtain different resistance factors for different loading or nominal shaft capacity which in turn depends in shaft dimensions. This is possibly the reason why Zhang and Chu (2009) The results from resistance factor calibration can be used in the following procedure for the design of drilled shafts in shale at the SLS. The procedure is flexible and easy to use, and contains the following five steps:
1. Obtain initial shaft dimensions using strength limit state criteria. From the dimensions, calculate the nominal shaft capacity, R n .
2. Determine normalized load, q based on the factored load for the SLS.
3. Obtain resistance factor 4 for the given COV of UCS (Fig. 7 ).
4. Compute factored shaft head vertical displacement, y * using t-z method (can use any software tools e.g., in-house computer codes or commercial software that can model the load transfer response represented by Eqs. (2), (3), (4), and (5) as inputs).
5. Compare y * to the established allowable settlement, y a . If the design requirement (Eq. (7)) is not met then repeat Steps 1 to 5 for increasing drilled shaft dimensions (mostly shaft length) until the design requirement is met.
Example
A drilled shaft is founded in shale with a mean UCS of 500 kPa, coefficient of variation is COV is 0.1 (Fig. 9 ). Dead load (DL) is 3780 kN and live load (LL) is 1890 kN. The allowable displacement y a , is 15 mm, and the target probability of failure is 1/25. The problem is solved following the 5-step procedure: 2) Calculate normalized load: 
Conclusions
Monte Carlo simulation method for probabilistic analyses and for calibration of resistance factors for drilled shafts at SLS is introduced. Recommendations and observations were made advocating random number generation using Monte-Carlos simulations. A discussions on the finding of an impossible case in which resistance factors cannot be calculated in some circumstances is presented. Resistance factors for drilled shafts in shale are introduced, and were found to be responsive to normalized load, and the higher the normalized load, the lower the resistance factor.
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